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Introduction
Retailers have always been at the forefront of customer

The way that retailers interact with consumers in their

service. Modern day consumers don’t think of brand

greatest times of need could be the difference between

relationships as simply transactional — they see brands

a lifelong customer and one lost to the competition.

as an extension of their identity. That’s why building

This report explores the findings from a recent survey

relationships with customers, and treating them as part

on what customers expect from retail customer service,

of the brand, is imperative for business success.

and the impact of bad support. Learn why brands
can’t afford to skimp on service, and the importance

According to a recent Kustomer survey of 2,000

of providing real-time, personalized, omnichannel

people, 78% of consumers said they would be less likely

experiences.

to shop with a retailer again if they experienced bad
customer service.

But the world of retail is changing. As companies move
towards direct to consumer models, and interactions
primarily take place online, consumers still expect to
have personal and helpful interactions, similar to those
with in-store retail associates. That means brands have
to know the full context of a customer and their needs,
while also being available on the multitude of channels
that customers now demand. Whether contacting a
retailer on Twitter, chat or phone, a customer wants
their issues and questions resolved instantaneously and
without friction.

78% of consumers said they would be less likely to
shop with a retailer again if they experienced bad
customer service.
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Retail Customer
Service Expectations

68%

77%

of consumers say
customer service is
important to them when
choosing where to shop

of customers expect
their problem to be
solved immediately upon
contacting customer service

78%

70%

of consumers expect
online and in-store retailers
to treat them the same

of shoppers say they
will abandon their
purchase if they
have a bad customer
service experience

43%

of customers get somewhat frustrated
when they have to repeat information
to customer service, and an additional

43%

get very frustrated when they need to do so

63%

of consumers think the
customer is always right
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The Importance of
Real-Time Support
We’ve all been there. Too much to do, too little
time. This turn of phrase is even more pertinent
for customer service organizations. Delivering
real-time service is inherently difficult without
endless resources, especially during peak
shopping periods. But it is truly what your
customers expect.
Survey findings show that 77% of customers
expect their problem to be solved immediately
upon contacting customer service. Customers
also have too much to do and not enough
time, and you don’t want to be to blame for
exacerbating this age-old problem.

How long customers have to wait on
hold with customer
service before
PGS 6-7
being annoyed
23+

11+

21-22

9-10

19-20

7-8

17-18

Customers expect you to respect their time, and
Minutes

Minutes

5-6
3-4
1-2
.75

15-16

if you
don’t, they are willing to leave for another
13-14
retailer.
11-12 In fact, 70% of consumers would not shop
9-10
with
a retailer again if they had to leave a chat

.5

7-8 being helped, and 71% would do the same
before

.25

if they waited so long on hold that they hung up.

5-6

0
0%

Under 5

5%

10%

15%

Percentage of Customers

20%

0% to deliver
5%real-time
10%support,
15%
20%
In order
agents must

Percentage
of Customers
be able to have the
full context
of every customer
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interaction at their fingertips, no matter

for both the customer and agent, and increase

the channel or issue. Agents should be armed

the time spent on the actual issue rather than

with the complete history of the customer. Did

information gathering and low level support.

they just receive their order? How many times

How long customers have to wait on hold
before hanging up

have they shopped with you in the past? What
is the sentiment of their
Did they
PGSinteraction?
6-7
just have a conversation about the same issue
on a different platform? Being able to see this
all in one view, versus opening new tickets for

23+

11+

every new interaction, means you’re able to serve

21-22

customers
quicker and build relationships faster.
7-8

19-20

9-10

17-18

Minutes

5-6

Minutes

Additionally,
retailers should be leveraging
3-4
artificial
1-2intelligence (AI) as much as possible

15-16
13-14
11-12

to help .75
with real-time interactions. Thanks to

9-10

.5
automation
and AI, businesses now have the

7-8

.25

5-6

0

Under 5

opportunity to provide more self-service options,
freeing up agent time for complex and proactive
support. Tools
like chatbots
are
0%
5%
10% growing
15%in

20%

Percentage
of Customers
popularity with both
businesses
and consumers.

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Percentage of Customers

They can be used to collect initial information
and direct customers to a help center if human
intervention is not needed. These tools save time

70% of consumers would not shop with a
retailer again if they had to leave a chat before
being helped.
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Why Personalization
Is Imperative
Personalization was not always the norm when it

Additionally, 66% of consumers expect customer

came to customer support. But with the advent

service agents to know the problem they are

of more sophisticated technology, and the

inquiring about as soon as they know their name.

increasing popularity of online shopping, retailers

That means, once again, having the full context

now have the means to deliver personalization.

of the customer history at an agent’s fingertips

This “new norm” is reflected in the data: of

at all times. Customers no longer want to be

consumers age 25 to 34, three-quarters said

treated like a problem that needs to be solved;

they expect personalized communication from

they want to be treated like a human being that

retailers, while only 60% aged 65 and older

the brand cares about, and has a real relationship

agreed with this notion.

with. That’s why 73% of consumers expect to
be treated better for being a loyal or repeat

67% of customers expect
retailers to know them
and personalize how they
interact.

customer.
To create these meaningful relationships,
companies need to adopt technology that
allows them to see customer history, issues and
behavior in context, no matter the platform. By
leveraging automation for tedious and analytical
tasks, customer service agents can provide

But one thing is clear across the board.

customers with prompt and personal customer

Consumers expect retailers to know what they’ve

service, including individualized and proactive

bought, what issues they’ve encountered, and

outreach.

they want brands to actively make amends. A
whopping 82% of customers expect retailers
to proactively reach out to them if there is a
problem with their order. Whether it is a winter
storm delaying a shipment, a sizing issue with a
shirt they ordered, or a mislabeled item, proactive
outreach is not only a nice benefit, it is now an

73% of consumers expect
to be treated better for
being a loyal customer.

expectation.
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Results:

Customer Spotlight on Personalization
The Farmer’s Dog is transforming the dog food

57% drop in average
response time

industry, delivering quality, freshly-made food
directly to a dog owner’s home. The company
is dedicated to delivering same-day support to
their customers across multiple channels, but is
also a lean and agile operation who must deliver
personalized support.

46% handle time
improvement across
all channels

After implementing Kustomer, The Farmer’s Dog
was able to open a conversation and instantly
pull up a customer’s entire timeline, equipping
their team with the necessary context to deliver a
personalized support experience at scale.

50% more customer
conversations per day
without staff increase

Omnichannel Not
Multichannel
There are more channels to contact customer
service through than ever before. Whether using
chat, social or phone, customers don’t hesitate to
reach out to retailers. In fact, customers reported
that they reach out to various service channels a
total of 125 times a year.
Being present on every channel is imperative
for retailers, with 88% of consumers getting
frustrated when they can’t contact a company

Omnichannel support, by comparison, shifts

on the channel they prefer. Unfortunately, it’s not

perspective from ticket resolution to customer

enough to simply be available on all channels

relationship building. Customers have the

anymore. Most of the time, when a customer

freedom to move between channels throughout

contacts a company, the team manning that

their engagement, and are guaranteed

channel will create a ticket. If the customer

consistency, so each conversation starts

then contacts the company through a different

where the last ended. In order to achieve this

channel about the same issue, a second ticket

successfully, agents must be free to move across

will be created with each team working their

channels through a single conversation and have

respective tickets. This results in a fragmented

a real-time view into historical interactions, so

experience and the unfortunate need to repeat

they know the context of the issue immediately.

information. In fact, 86% of customers get

With 78% of customers expecting customer

frustrated when they have to repeat information

service to be more convenient, multichannel

to customer service agents.

support is simply not enough.

88% of consumers get frustrated when they can’t
contact a company on the channel they prefer.
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Number of times customers reach out to
retailers per month in the following ways:
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The Business Impact of
Customer Service
For better or worse, solving a customer problem
is no longer the only job of a customer service

Q:10
Q:10

PGS
PGS
12-13
12-13

organization. High growth disruptor brands are

What customers do when they have a bad
customer service experience
Q:21
Q:21

now using customer service as a cornerstone of
their business, and with good reason. Customer

Number of Retailers
Number of Retailers

None
None
service
can be the difference between a lifelong
15+ 15+
14 14
customer and one lost to the competition, or the
13 13
12 12
difference
between a resounding endorsement
11 11
and
a PR nightmare.
10 10
0 0
8 8
7 7
Modern
day customers have more than a
6 6
transactional
relationship with retailers. They
5 5
4 4
often shop with companies because they believe
3 3
2 mission, they feel like shopping with them
in2their
1 1

is part of their identity, and they want to build
0% 0%

5% 5%

10%10%

15%15%

67%

Complain to
the company

9%
Other

54%

Post an
online review

10%
Nothing

41%

Complain on
social media

20%20%

relationships with these brands. Retailers must be
Percentage
Percentage

aware of this and treat customers accordingly.
Q:10many retailers
PGS 12-13
How
consumers have sworn
off because of bad customer service

Q:21
Wedding
dress retailer Anomalie saw the true

monetary impact of great customer service after

Number of Retailers

implementing Kustomer. By having all relevant
information in one place, their stylists were able

None
15+
14
13
12
11
10
0
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0%

to focus on building trust as well as meaningful
communication with their brides. In the three
months following implementation, Anomalie’s
sales doubled while their marketing spend
stayed flat. The team attributes a lot of this to
being able to contact brides more quickly and in
a more personalized way.
Lifelong customers mean a higher lifetime
5%

10%

15%

20%

value, and in the short term, the Kustomer retail

Percentage
Percentage
of Customers
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survey found that 74% of customers are willing to
spend more money for good customer service.
Conversely, customers will swear off retailers that
Q:22

PGS 12-13

How many people customers tell when
they’ve had a bad customer service
experience

they think deliver bad customer service. Support
directly contributes to a retailers bottom line and

40%

Luckily, 92% of customers would recommend
a retailer to a friend after a good customer
service experience. But customers also share
bad experiences, often publicly. With more
channels for retailers to be contacted on, comes
more channels for customers to complain on.

Percentage
of Customers
Percentage

should be treated with such importance.

30%

20%

10%

Retailers must be able to take swift action when
responding to customer service complaints, to
heed off losing customers and enduring public
outlash.

0%

0
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6

7

Number of People

While the customer may not always be right,
most customers (63%) still believe this. Retailers
need to put a customer service strategy in place,
and leverage the right tools, to deliver on the
modern day customer’s growing expectations.
A customer is no longer a problem to be solved,
but a relationship to be built. And your customer
service strategy should reflect that.

74% of customers are willing to spend more
money for good customer service.
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About Kustomer
Kustomer is the customer service CRM platform helping contact centers and businesses reimagine
service and support in today’s customer-first world. Kustomer enables personalized, efficient and
effortless customer and agent experiences by delivering unprecedented views of a customer’s history,
facilitating continuous omnichannel conversations and using intelligence to automate repetitive tasks
and surface knowledge.

To learn how Kustomer can help you provide exceptional retail customer service,
visit Kustomer.com/Demo
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